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ABSTRACT    

Understanding protein adsorption onto polymer surfaces is of great importance in designing 

biomaterials, improving bioanalytical devices, and controlling biofouling, to name a few examples.  

Although steady research efforts have been advancing this field, our knowledge of this ubiquitous and 

complex phenomenon is still limited.  In this study, we elucidate competitive protein adsorption 

behaviors sequentially occurring onto nanoscale block copolymer (BCP) surfaces via combined 

experimental and computer simulation approaches.  The model systems chosen for our investigation are 

immunoglobulin G and fibrinogen introduced in different orders to the self-assembled nanodomains of 

poly(styrene)-block-poly(methylmethacrylate).  We unambiguously reveal the adsorption, desorption, 

and replacement events of the same protein molecules via single protein tracking with atomic force 

microscopy.  We then ascertain adsorption-related behaviors such as lateral mobility and self-

association of proteins.  We provide much-needed, direct experimental proof of sequential adsorption 

events at the biomolecule level, which was virtually nonexistent before.  We determine key protein 

adsorption pathways and dominant tendencies of sequential protein adsorption.  We also reveal 

preadsorbed surface-associated behaviors in sequential adsorption, distinct from situations involving 

initially empty surfaces.  We perform Monte-Carlo simulations to further substantiate our experimental 

outcomes.  Our endeavors in this study may facilitate a well-guided mechanistic understanding of 

protein-polymer interactions by providing definite experimental evidence of competitive, sequential 

adsorption on the nanoscale.  Increasingly, biomaterial and biomedical applications rely on systems of 

multicomponent proteins and chemically intricate, nanoscale polymer surfaces.  Hence, our findings can 

also be beneficial to the development of next-generation nanobiomaterials and nanobiosensors 

exploiting self-assembled BCP nanodomain surfaces. 

 

Keywords: Block Copolymer, Protein-Surface Interaction, Protein-Polymer Interaction, Competitive 

Protein Adsorption, Sequential Protein Adsorption, Single Protein Tracking, Protein Adsorption 

Mechanism  
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INTRODUCTION 

The ubiquitous phenomenon of protein adsorption to solid surfaces is of paramount importance, 

affecting a wide range of fields such as biomaterials, biosensors, implants, tissue engineering, and food 

packaging.
1-4

  The processes of protein adsorption occurring firstly to the surfaces of in vivo biodevices 

and biomaterials are known to be central in the integration of implanted devices and scaffolds by 

affecting subsequent cell growths or cellular response behaviors.
2,4-6

  For solid state biosensors and 

bioprobes, the surface density, configuration, and functionality of adsorbed proteins can significantly 

influence their quantitative measurement outcomes.
7-10

  Therefore, understanding and controlling 

protein adsorption to solid interfaces will be critical to providing not only fundamentally valuable 

knowledge but also technologically important design principles. 

In this regard, we have previously studied protein adsorption behaviors of single component proteins 

on block copolymers (BCPs).
11-13

  Both experimentally and theoretically, it is well-established that 

chemically distinctive polymeric blocks in BCPs can be thermodynamically controlled to produce 

periodically arranged, nanoscale patterns of controlled sizes and shapes via self-assembly.
14-19

  BCPs 

have shown high biomedical relevance, with increasing utility in biologically geared applications.
20,21

  

For example, proteins and cells are known to respond to the periodic surface features of varying 

chemistries and sizes of BCPs.
11,22-25

  In addition, BCPs have been demonstrated to be convenient and 

well-controlled templates for protein adsorption.
18,22-24,26-29

  Therefore, the use of BCPs in biomaterials, 

biosensors, and biodevices is likely to expand further, and the understanding of their roles in interfacing 

proteins and cells will become ever more important.   

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is the detection method of choice for examining discrete proteins 

bound to the BCP surfaces.
18

  Various techniques can be employed for investigating protein adsorption 

in general.  They include infrared spectroscopy,
30-32

 x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
33-35

 

ellipsometry,
36-38

 total internal reflection and related fluorescence techniques,
39-42

 surface plasmon 

resonance,
43-45

 quartz crystal microbalance,
31,36

 and optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy.
46-48

  

However, AFM offers sufficiently high spatial resolution for simultaneously resolving the nanometer-
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sized individual proteins and the underlying polymeric BCP nanodomains
18,23,24

 and can be used to 

measure biomolecular adhesion forces onto different surfaces via single molecule force 

measurements.
18,23,24,49,50

  AFM also has the advantage of circumventing the need for crystallization, 

labelling, conductive metal coating, or high vacuum/low temperature operation of protein samples.
51-53

   

Real-life biomedical applications of BCPs are expected to involve multiple protein components, rather 

than single protein constituents.  Yet, even less is understood about multi-component protein adsorption 

processes, warranting further experimental and computational investigations.  For examining 

competitive adsorption, the direct visualization capability of AFM to be able to discern different protein 

species based on their sizes and shapes may be exploited.  It can be used to directly track particular 

proteins of interest on the same surface areas and record changes in their adsorption behaviors between 

different treatments.  Such an approach may offer definitive experimental evidence for many 

postulations made in protein adsorption mechanisms
1,2

 that are, at present, often inferred from 

ensemble-averaged adsorption properties
5,38,40,54-61

 due to the lack of direct experimental proof at the 

single biomolecule level.  

Herein, we ascertain competitive protein adsorption behaviors that occur sequentially onto the 

nanoscale BCP surface of poly(styrene)-block-poly(methylmethacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) by using IgG 

and Fg as model protein components.  The same sets of individual IgG and Fg as well as PS-b-PMMA 

nanodomains are faithfully tracked and unambiguously resolved at the individual protein level by 

acquiring a time-lapse series of high resolution AFM frames from the same surface locations.  We 

record the adsorption/desorption/displacement events of each protein on PS-b-PMMA.  We also provide 

experimental proof for protein behaviors such as lateral mobility on the surface, tendency for 

proximal/distal adsorption, occurrence frequency for different adsorption pathways, and directionality in 

protein exchange.  In addition, we elucidate preadsorbed surface-associated behaviors in which the 

subsequent stage protein adsorption is influenced by the amounts of prebound proteins on the surface, 

rather than by the bulk concentration of the newly adsorbing proteins.  By means of Monte-Carlo (MC) 

simulations of a simple model, we further corroborate with the experimental outcomes of preadsorbed 
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surface-dependence and rationalize main adsorption events in terms of the model parameters.  Our 

findings in this study will be important for building the much-needed knowledge base on competitive 

protein adsorption.  By providing definitive experimental evidence on sequential protein adsorption onto 

nanoscale surfaces, our results may also open up a better mechanistic understanding of protein 

adsorption processes and subsequently aid in the development of new BCP-based biomaterials and 

biosensors.   

 

METHODS  

Experimental Method. The periodic nanodomain surfaces of PS and PMMA blocks were prepared 

from PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymer (71% PS by weight) with an average molecular weight of 71.4 

kDa and a polydispersity of 1.06 which was obtained from Polymer Source Inc. (Montreal, Canada).  

Silicon wafers were obtained from Silicon Quest, Inc.(San Jose, CA) and prepared into 1 by 1 cm
2
 

pieces.  They were cleaned with ethanol, acetone, and toluene and spun dry before being coated with the 

BCP.  An ultrathin film of the BCP was produced by spincasting a 2 % (w/v) solution of the specified 

BCP in toluene onto the pre-cleaned Si surface at 3500 rpm for 1 min.  The BCP substrate was 

subsequently annealed in an Ar atmosphere at 240 °C for 8 h with a transient ramp-up rate of 5 °C/min 

and a cooling rate of 2 °C/min.  This thermal annealing process induced phase separation of the PS and 

PMMA chains in the BCP, yielding periodically alternating and chemically varying nanodomains 

known as half-cylinders and exposing repeating stripes of PS and PMMA blocks at the air/polymer 

interface with repeat units of 45 nm (PS to PS distance).
11

   

Whole molecule bovine IgG and human plasma Fg were received from VWR Scientific Inc. (West 

Chester, PA) in a lyophilized form and reconstituted in PBS buffer (10 mM mixture of Na2HPO4 and 

NaH2PO4, 140 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, pH 7.4).  The reconstituted protein solutions were then diluted to 

various concentrations ranging from 0.01 µg/mL to 25 µg/mL in PBS.  A 10 µL volume of IgG or Fg 

solution with a desired concentration was deposited on the polymeric substrate for a period of 20 s to 15 

min.  The sample surfaces were then carefully rinsed with PBS multiple times and gently dried under a 
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stream of N2 prior to AFM imaging.  For multistage protein deposition, the protein solution of interest 

was subsequently applied on the BCP containing preadsorbed protein species from the prior deposition 

step.  Between each solution treatment, the sample was rinsed with an ample amount of PBS and dried 

with N2.  A MultiMode 8 AFM interfaced with a Nanoscope V controller (Bruker Corp., Santa Barbara, 

CA) was used to collect the topography and phase images from the same BCP surface areas.  The same 

set of IgG and Fg proteins on the same locations of PS-b-PMMA were tracked by performing high 

resolution AFM imaging between different solution treatments.  Faithful protein tracking to record 

sequentially occurring adsorption events was possible by unambiguously resolving both the individual 

IgG and Fg protein molecules as well as the distinct nanoscopic details of underlying polymeric 

nanodomains after each deposition step.  AFM was operated in a soft tapping mode at a scan speed of 1 

Hz or lower, using Si tips with a typical resonant frequency of 60-70 kHz and a spring constant of ~1 

N/m.   

Simulational Method. MC simulations were carried out to further substantiate the experimental 

outcomes of preadsorbed surface-dependence on subsequent stage protein adsorption.  Proteins were 

simply considered to be circular disks which interact with one another via steric repulsion as defined 

below, 

�(���) = �	 
 ����	�
�	

 

���	is their center-to-center distance, �	is the arithmetic mean of the diameters �� and �� of proteins � and 

�, respectively, and	�	is the interaction strength that we used as energy unit in the simulations.  To 

facilitate the numerical implementation with the use of periodic boundary conditions, the potential 

function was truncated at �� = 2.5	��� where the interaction energy is already negligible with respect to 

� and a small constant term was added to �(���) to ensure that it smoothly reaches the zero-value at ��.62
  

We used a 2D simulation box to mimic the polymer surface.  Protein interactions with the polymer 

surface were subsequently modeled by reflecting that, proportional to their size, proteins can adsorb on 

the polymer surface with an energy gain of ∆�	as shown below.
63
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∆�	(��	) = 	−�	 ����	�
�	

 

A MC step corresponds to the attempt to adsorb and desorb a protein chosen at random to and from the 

substrate.  The total protein-protein interaction energy for � numbers of proteins on the substrate 

��	can be expressed as the following.  

�� =	� � ������
�

��� 

�!

��
 

Using a Metropolis MC algorithm,
62

 the acceptance probability for a new protein to be adsorbed or 

desorbed can be written as below. 

"(� → � + 1) = 	"(� + 1 → �) = 		min[1, +!	(∆, 	∆-)./0 ] 
∆� = 	��  −	��		 

 23 is the Boltzmann constant and 4 is the temperature.  By setting	�	as the unit energy, we controlled 

the parameter of 
./0
5 	that quantifies the strength of the protein-protein interactions and that of the 

surface-protein interactions with respect to room temperature.  All simulation data in this paper refer to 

./0
5 ≪ 1, corresponding to a strong affinity between the surface and the proteins, that were obtained for 

a squared simulation box of a linear size 7 = 70� where �	is the unit length.  To mimic the interplay 

between the two different protein types in the experiments, we considered disks of two different 

diameters, 0.6� and 1.2�, respectively.  The diameters of 0.6� and 1.2� chosen in this study are 

consistent with the previously used size estimations for IgG and ‘lying-down’ Fg, respectively.
57

  In 

each simulation, we attempted to adsorb/desorb proteins of �;<=, which is equivalent to a given bulk 

concentration.   

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Structure of Model Proteins. IgG is made up of four polypeptide chains with two identical light chains 

(L chains, 25 kDa each) and two identical heavy chains (H chains, 50 kDa each), forming a Y-shaped 
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structure with a molecular weight of 150 kDa.
64,65

  The dimensions of IgG are estimated to be 14.5 nm 

by 8.5 nm by 4.0 nm based on X-ray crystallographic data.
64

  Compared to IgG, Fg is highly elongated 

in its shape, exhibiting a length-to-width anisotropy of ~10:1.
23

  The 340 kDa dimeric protein of Fg is 

composed of three interwoven polypeptide chains of Aα, Bβ and γ that are linked by coiled-coil 

connectors.  The structure of Fg contains rod-like chains spanning two distal D domains and one 

centrally located E domain.  Fg was first imaged by electron microscopy (EM), revealing its molecular 

length of ~47 nm with roughly spherical D and E domains.
66

  Later, more intricate Fg structures were 

revealed based on crystallographic, EM, and AFM data, which additionally show split D domains and 

αC chains stemming from each D domain.
67-70

   

These two proteins were chosen as the model systems due to their importance in basic biological 

research/biomedical applications, the large difference in their shape anisotropy, and the pre-existing 

bulk adsorption data.  IgG and Fg are abundant proteins in blood and, hence, materials coated with these 

proteins play a central role in the fields of biosensors and implants.
53,54,57,58

  Therefore, extensive 

literature on the bulk and macroscopic scale adsorption of IgG and Fg onto different solid surfaces 

exists in biomaterials, thrombosis, and hemotology.
20,37,45,53-58,61,69,71

  Surface-adsorbed IgG and Fg 

molecules are also frequently employed in basic research and biotechnology in the form of protein 

arrays, solid-state biosensors, and protein patches.
8-10,71

  In addition, the large shape difference between 

the globular IgG and the elongated Fg renders straightforward identification of the two proteins using 

AFM.  For IgG bound on PS-b-PMMA, the overall shape is typically resolved by AFM as a sphere-like 

object of approximately 15 nm in diameter and 2.5 nm in height.
11

  Fg on PS-b-PMMA is often seen as 

a boomerang-shaped object whose overall length can be approximated to be 45 nm (spanning the D-E-D 

domains with folded αC) with an average spherical domain height of 2.2 nm by AFM.
23

 

AFM Tracking of Individual Proteins. Using these model proteins, we examined characteristic 

adsorption behaviors upon sequential introduction of the protein species to the BCP surface of PS-b-

PMMA.  All data reported in this study correspond to low surface coverage regimes where protein 
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loading on the surface was kept below a monolayer in order to clearly resolve individual proteins and 

BCP nanodomains of interest.  AFM imaging was carried out repeatedly on the same PS-b-PMMA 

surface locations between each protein deposition stage.  Any changes on the surface were faithfully 

recorded to reveal characteristic adsorption behaviors from the same sets of proteins before and after 

sequential treatments.  Specific activities that the individual proteins underwent, such as adsorption, 

desorption, and replacement, were then identified.  The schematic illustrated in Fig. 1(A) depicts the 

overall AFM tracking process of the same PS-b-PMMA area exposed to different protein species or neat 

buffer in a multistep process of solution deposition.  The underlying PS-b-PMMA template used in this 

study exhibits fingerprint-like patterns of 45 nm in repeat spacing.
11

  The fingerprint patterns expose 

alternating PS and PMMA nanodomains to the air/polymer interface.
11,18

  In all AFM data presented in 

this study, the PS and PMMA nanodomains appear as darker (orange) and lighter (yellow) regions, 

respectively.  These nanodomain patterns on the BCP surface serve as convenient markers to return to 

the same areas for protein tracking.  AFM panels shown in Figs. 1(B) and 1(C) are a representative 

series of topographic and phase scans captured before and after Fg introduction to a PS-b-PMMA 

surface pretreated with IgG.  The paired AFM images in Figs. 1(B) and 1(C) were acquired from the 

same PS-b-PMMA location before and after the Fg treatment.  It can be seen clearly from the zoomed-in 

phase panels in Fig. 1(C) that the PS-b-PMMA surface was changed from initially containing only the 

short, round particles of IgG (left frames) to displaying more of the long, boomerang-shaped Fg 

molecules (right frames).  The AFM tracking of individual proteins enabled us to directly visualize the 

specific sequential adsorption events that each protein underwent, of which conclusive evidence was not 

experimentally available before.  Furthermore, such direct monitoring of individual protein behaviors 

allowed us to determine predominant adsorption trends and pathways in sequential protein adsorption.  

These findings are detailed herein.   
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustrations displaying our sequential protein adsorption experiments on PS-b-

PMMA.  AFM imaging was carried out on the same BCP nanodomain regions after each treatment step 

involving either a protein or neat buffer solution.  Individual proteins from the same surface areas were 

tracked to study consecutively occurring events such as protein adsorption, desorption, and replacement.  

(B-C) A representative series of AFM panels showing our typical AFM tracking data obtained from the 

same surface sites.  The panels in (B) and (C) correspond to the BCP surface after introduction of an 

IgG solution to a clean PS-b-PMMA template (left column) and the same PS-b-PMMA location after 

exposure to a Fg solution (right column).  AFM images in (B) are topographic panels and those in (C) 

are phase images.  
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Two-Stage Tracking of Individual Proteins. Sequential adsorption events on PS-b-PMMA were 

further scrutinized and analyzed to determine the exact changes associated with individual proteins.  

AFM data in Fig. 2(A) display typical phase frames acquired after initial IgG deposition followed by a 

second deposition step of Fg.  Examples of tracking distinct adsorption events associated with discrete 

IgG molecules are provided in the high-magnification panels of Figs. 2(B) and 2(C).  Specifically, Fig. 

2(B) follows the different activities of four IgG molecules adsorbed initially on a PS-b-PMMA surface.  

The ensuing Fg deposition led to the replacement of two IgG molecules with three newly bound Fg 

molecules.  Another example in Fig. 2(C) shows a different scenario in which two initially adsorbed IgG 

molecules remained on the surface upon Fg introduction and two new Fg molecules appeared by taking 

up surface sites unoccupied by IgG.    
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Figure 2. AFM phase images of representative data sets tracking individual proteins between different 

deposition steps to determine distinct adsorption events associated with each protein.  (A) AFM panels 

acquired from an identical PS-b-PMMA location are shown side by side for direct comparison of the 

dynamic events occurring on the same polymeric surface area after introduction of an IgG solution (left) 

and subsequent exposure to a Fg solution (right).  (B and C) Different examples of serial protein 

adsorption events are displayed in the higher magnification AFM panels, revealing the distinctive 

activities of the individual IgG molecules found inside the inserted box in (A).  For clarity, the colored 

AFM phase data are also shown as grey scale images whose panels contain marked proteins (IgG and 

Fg with solid white and dashed black circles, respectively) for easy correlation of the changes between 

the sequential adsorption steps.  In (B), the sequential adsorption event led to the displacement of two 

IgG molecules originally adsorbed on the surface by three Fg molecules.  In (C), the two initially 

adsorbed IgG molecules remained on the BCP surface, whereas the two new Fg molecules took up 

empty surface sites void of IgG.    

 

 

Five Common Adsorption Events. We carefully evaluated a large set of AFM images (over 100 

frames of 2x2 µm
2
 in size) obtained from the same PS-b-PMMA areas before and after the two-stage 

deposition process of IgG followed by Fg.  Each type of adsorption event that the proteins engaged in 

was catalogued to classify main types of sequential adsorption pathways.  Five different pathways were 

identified from the analyses, as summarized in Fig. 3.  Representative AFM images in Fig. 3(A) show 

all five of the predominant adsorption pathways which are schematically illustrated in Fig. 3(B).  The 

sequential adsorption process can result in cases where the initially bound protein species are left 

persistently adsorbed on the surface even after the introduction of a 2
nd

 protein species (i, persistent 

adsorption).  The process can also lead to desorption of the initially adsorbed protein species, generating 

empty surface sites (ii, desorption with new empty sites).  Alternatively, the process can lead to the 

replacement of initially adsorbed protein species by the 2
nd

 stage protein molecules (iii, 
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replacement/exchange).  In addition, the sequential adsorption process can trigger the 2
nd

 stage species 

to adsorb in close proximity to the initially bound proteins (iv, proximal adsorption).  Finally, the 

process can produce adsorption of the 2
nd

 protein species on empty surface sites away from the initially 

bound proteins (v, distal adsorption).  The analysis criteria we used to differentiate the two cases of (iv) 

proximal versus (v) distal adsorption was the diameter of the 1
st
 stage protein, and a binding event was 

considered as a proximal case if Fg appeared within 15 nm of surface-bound IgG in any direction.  In 

Fig. 3(A), the different examples of these sequential adsorption pathways are marked as (i) through (v), 

next to each protein that underwent the specified process.  

    

 

 

Figure 3.  The five different, commonly found pathways of sequential protein adsorption are 

summarized.  (A) The representative AFM phase panels contain protein adsorption evolving via the five 

different pathways.  The grey scale AFM images are identical to the colored panels above, and the 

proteins are marked to clearly show the different adsorption events frequently observed in our serial 

protein deposition experiments.  IgG molecules can remain as undisturbed on the BCP surface after the 

exposure to a Fg solution (i, solid green circles).  IgG molecules can also desorb after the Fg 
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introduction, resulting in either empty surface sites (ii, black dashed circles) or sites now occupied by Fg 

(iii, red boxes).  Additionally, Fg molecules can adsorb in close proximity to the initially bound IgG (iv, 

blue boxes) or at empty sites originally unoccupied by IgG (v, black boxes).  For clarity, grey scale 

panels are provided to follow the specific adsorption pathway for each protein. (B) Cartoons illustrating 

the five common protein adsorption pathways discussed above.  The dynamic process of sequential 

protein adsorption can lead to (i) persistent adsorption, (ii) desorption with new empty sites, (iii) 

replacement (exchange), (iv) proximal adsorption, and (v) distal adsorption.   

 

 

Three-Stage Tracking of Individual Proteins. Next, we carried out three successive protein 

depositions of varying sequences for AFM tracking of individual proteins.  The series of AFM panels 

displayed in Fig. 4 correspond to the sequential protein deposition of 0.1 µg/mL IgG for 30 s (1
st
 stage) 

followed by 1 µg/mL Fg for 15 min (2
nd

 stage) and then by 0.1 µg/mL IgG for 5 min (3
rd

 stage) to a PS-

b-PMMA surface, whereas the data set in Fig. 5 pertains to the solution deposition of 0.1 µg/mL IgG for 

30 s (1
st
 stage) followed by PBS for 15 min (2

nd
 stage) and subsequently by 1 µg/mL Fg for 15 min (3

rd
 

stage).  The high propensity of Fg to replace IgG, but not the reverse exchange, can be clearly seen in 

the IgG → Fg → IgG series in Fig. 4.  The transition from the 1
st
 → 2

nd
 stage yielded quite a few IgG 

molecules replaced by Fg molecules.  In contrast, the ensuing transition from the 2
nd

 → 3
rd

 stage caused 

no desorption of the Fg molecules adsorbed in the 2
nd

 stage.  This behavior was observed regardless of 

the specific pathways taken by the Fg molecules that led to their initial surface adsorption.  The color-

coded boxes in Fig. 4 mark the exact type of adsorption pathway utilized by each Fg molecule during 

the 2
nd

 stage.  The cases of Fg replacing IgG, proximal Fg adsorption, and distal Fg adsorption are 

indicated in red, blue, and black, respectively.  Regardless of their initial adsorption pathways, all Fg 

molecules remained bound on the PS-b-PMMA surface, and subsequent IgG adsorption in the 3
rd

 stage 

took place by landing on freely available surface sites.  In the sequential treatment series of IgG → PBS 
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→ Fg in Fig. 5, it is evident that no desorption of the initially adsorbed IgG molecules occurred during 

the 2
nd

 stage of neat buffer treatment.  In contrast, further introduction of Fg solution in the 3
rd

 stage 

drove the persistently adsorbed IgG molecules to detach from the surface, even leading to IgG 

replacement by Fg.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. (A) Representative AFM images displaying the same PS-b-PMMA areas consecutively 

exposed to a protein solution of 0.1 µg/mL IgG for 30 s (1
st
 stage), 1 µg/mL Fg for 15 min (2

nd
 stage), 

and 0.1 µg/mL IgG for 5 min (3
rd

 stage).  (B) A zoomed-in area of (A) is shown as an example. The 

colored circles and boxes in the grey scale panels denote the different categories of protein adsorption 

pathways, as detailed in Fig. 3 using the same color code.  From the sequence of AFM phase panels, it is 

evident that quite a few IgG molecules were exchanged with Fg molecules after the 2
nd

 stage (red 

boxes).  In contrast, no Fg molecules from the 2
nd

 stage (red: exchange, blue: proximal adsorption, 
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black: distal adsorption) desorbed after the ensuing IgG deposition.  When the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 stage data 

were compared, all Fg molecules stayed bound.  IgG molecules newly appearing on the surface after the 

3
rd

 stage adsorbed onto free surface sites, not taken up by IgG or Fg on the surface from the previous 

stages.   

 

 

Dominant Protein Exchange Direction and Adsorption/Desorption Tendency. In hemostasis and 

thrombosis, bulk scale adsorption profiles of plasma proteins such as immunoglobulins and Fg have 

been extensively investigated.
5,37,53-55,59,61,72

  In these studies, a protein exchange process that can occur 

on solid surfaces upon their exposure to different protein species under a competitive environment is 

known as the Vroman effect.
5,60,73

  In brief, the Vroman process refers to the protein exchange 

phenomenon where early adsorbers (the more abundant, faster, and lower molecular weight species) are 

replaced by later arriving, larger species with higher surface affinity over time.  However, the majority 

of the previous studies on Vroman exchange had to infer these molecular-level surface events indirectly 

from ensemble-averaged, spectroscopic or optical signals.  This was due to the fact that the techniques, 

often used to study protein adsorption in the past, were more suited for interrogating collective protein 

behaviors.  These methods relied on measuring the changes in resonance frequency,
31,36

 surface plasmon 

resonance reflectivity,
43-45

 IR absorption frequency,
30-32

 fluorescence intensity,
39-42

 and refractive 

index.
36-38

  Yet, single protein behaviors can deviate significantly from the collective attributes of 

protein ensembles.
74-76

   

Furthermore, the Vroman exchange process was reported to occur on some but not all surfaces.  It was 

demonstrated that, for a ternary mixture of serum albumin (SA), IgG, and Fg, no exchange of the 

initially bound species of SA and IgG by Fg was seen on a hydrophobic surface of 

hexamethyldisiloxane, whereas the initially adsorbed species were completely replaced by Fg on the 

hydrophilic surfaces, such as positively charged diaminocyclohexane and negatively charged acrylic 

acid.
55,56

  Hence, it is not yet entirely clear how the effect will scale down to competitive protein 
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adsorption cases occurring onto BCP nanodomain surfaces that inherently exhibit varying degrees of 

hydrophobicity/philicity.  In these aspects, our results in Fig. 4 demonstrate that the protein exchange 

process of IgG by Fg indeed occurs on the PS-b-PMMA surface.  More importantly, we provide direct 

experimental evidence at the single protein level that, regardless of the relative abundance of the two 

proteins, many events of Fg replacing IgG can take place on the BCP whereas no Fg molecules can be 

replaced by IgG.  As further evidenced by the data presented in Fig. 5, such desorption/replacement of 

surface-bound IgG is triggered by the introduction of Fg, not by simply being exposed to a buffer 

solution.  None of the initially bound IgG molecules left the BCP surface after the PBS treatment during 

the sequential introduction series shown in Fig. 5.  We performed two additional control experiments on 

the BCP in which the 1
st
 stage treatment involved 0.1 µg/mL IgG deposition for 30 s and the subsequent 

stage involved 15 min exposure to either PBS or deionized water (DI).  In both controls, 99% of the IgG 

originally present on the BCP after the 1
st
 stage remained on the surface after being exposed to PBS or 

DI.  In comparison, it can be seen that some of those IgG molecules, which persisted on the BCP after 

the 2
nd

 stage, were readily desorbed and replaced by Fg in the 3
rd

 stage.  An earlier study of Vroman 

effect assumed three different types of adsorbate population; rapidly exchangeable and desorbable 

macromolecules (type I population), a population of molecules subject to slow desorption but no 

replacement (type II), and totally irreversibly adsorbed molecules (type III).
77

  It is likely that the IgG 

molecules in our experiment may presume the same three types of adsorbate populations on the 

nanoscale BCP surface.  The exact attributes of IgG sub-populations making them more vulnerable to 

displacement by Fg rather than simple desorption are not entirely clear and an investigation is under 

way to determine the exact exchange mechanism.   

For Fg, no cases of desorption were observed upon its initial adsorption to the BCP surface, regardless 

of the next treatment involving IgG or neat buffer.  Hence, the AFM data in Figs. 4 and 5 reveal the 

dominant protein exchange direction and adsorption/desorption tendencies of IgG and Fg on PS-b-

PMMA through direct visualization of the pertinent events at the individual protein level.   
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Figure 5.  (A) The representative AFM phase scans display typical protein adsorption behaviors 

observed from the sequential exposure of a PS-b-PMMA surface to a solution containing 0.1 µg/mL 

IgG for 30 s (1
st
 stage), PBS for 15 min (2

nd
 stage), and 1 µg/mL Fg for 15 min (3

rd
 stage).  (B) To better 

guide the eye for tracking individual proteins between each stage, zoomed-in panels of the lower left 

quarter of the scans in (A) are provided as an example.  The different categories of the protein 

adsorption pathways are marked for each protein using the same color code as Fig. 3.  All IgG 

molecules adsorbed initially during the 1
st
 stage remained bound on the surface after the 2

nd
 stage of the 

neat buffer treatment.  In contrast, the ensuing exposure of these surface-bound IgG molecules to Fg in 

the 3
rd

 stage yielded many instances of IgG desorption and replacement.     

 

 

 

 

Protein Mobility on Surface and Self-Association Degree.  Surface diffusion of adsorbed proteins 

was found to be negligible in our system, occurring at a much slower timescale than that of the 

conformational rearrangement.  In the case of Fg, no protein diffusion to other surface sites was 

observed in our data.  This lack of diffusion may be due to the conformation that Fg takes upon 
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adsorption to the BCP surface.  The ‘lying-down’ configuration may cause a high energetic penalty for 

Fg to undergo surface detachment/reattachment, greatly decreasing its mobility on the BCP surface.  

Similar to our observation, a bulk scale fluorescence study has also shown that there is no surface 

diffusion associated with Fg on both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces.
78

  For IgG, some instances 

of lateral translation were observed in our experiments.  However, it should be noted that only a very 

small fraction (~ a few %) of IgG molecules moved on the BCP surface and their average travel distance 

was smaller than the diameter of the protein, placing them on the same PS nanodomain they were 

originally found on.  The largest diffusion constant measured for IgG in our experiment was ~5x10
-15

 

cm
2
/s.  This value is comparable to the previously reported diffusion constant for another globular 

protein, lysozyme, with a reported value of 9x10
-16

 cm
2
/s.

79
  Thus, during a post-adsorption evolution, 

surface-induced conformational change plays a much more important role than 2D protein diffusion in 

our system. 

We also noticed that the adsorption behaviors of IgG and Fg differed in that ‘self-association’ was 

frequently observed for Fg, but not for IgG.  Self-association refers to protein adsorbing near its own 

kind.  This is distinct from proximal adsorption events which points to the case of a protein adsorbing 

near a protein of another kind.  The large self-association effect of Fg adsorption is evident in the AFM 

data presented in Figs. 1 and 2, in which the subsequent-stage Fg adsorption resulted in local regions of 

higher and lower Fg density due to self-association.  This tendency was observed regardless of whether 

the BCP surface was initially populated with IgG or Fg.  However, subsequent-stage IgG adsorption to 

the BCP surface containing either preadsorbed IgG or Fg molecules did not seem to induce the same 

level of self-association as Fg.   

Pre-existing adsorption mechanisms such as clustering and tracking presume similar self-association 

processes of proteins on surfaces.
1,80,81

  In the surface cluster model, each i-mer (monomer, dimer, 

trimer, etc.) attracts an incoming protein either directly next to the i-mer via a piggyback pathway or by 

diffusing towards a pre-existing cluster on the surface.
81

  In comparison, the tracking model assumes 

that the approaching bulk proteins are attracted vertically but repelled in the lateral direction by 
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preadsorbed proteins.  Thus, the sum of all electrostatic potentials is considered for the tracking and 

guiding of adsorbing proteins in the vicinity of preadsorbed proteins.
1,80

  Based on our observation of 

extremely restricted lateral diffusion of Fg and a lack of local/global formation of vertically stacked, 

piggybacking Fg molecules, the tracking model seems to better explain the sequential adsorption events 

taking place in our system. 

Influence of Preadsorbed Surface on Subsequent Stage Protein Adsorption. The presence of protein 

species on the surface from a prior stage may entirely change the adsorption behaviors of the subsequent 

stage protein species.  In order to examine the potential effect of pristine versus preadsorbed PS-b-

PMMA surfaces on subsequent stage protein adsorption, AFM data were collected from 5 independent 

samples subject to serial solution treatments.  The single protein tracking data were then analyzed 

according to the different adsorption pathways as shown in Fig. 3.  The analysis was carried out by 

tracking at least 15 different locations of 2 x 2 µm
2
 in size per sample.  The plots shown in Fig. 6 were 

subsequently obtained from the BCP samples that were first treated with IgG and then with Fg.  The y-

axis of the top to bottom graphs in Fig. 6(A), sharing the common x-axis as the number of preadsorbed 

IgG molecules, displays the total number of adsorbed Fg molecules, the number of Fg molecules 

adsorbed away from preadsorbed IgG, the number of Fg adsorbed adjacent to preadsorbed IgG, and the 

number of Fg molecules replacing IgG, respectively, all in units of counts per µm
2
.  A strong correlation 

was found between the number of newly adsorbed Fg molecules and the number of preadsorbed IgG 

proteins, see Fig. 6(A).  In Fig. 6(B), the same four classes of Fg counts are charted on the y-axis, but 

this time using the bulk Fg solution concentration in µg/mL as the common x-axis instead.  Even for the 

same bulk Fg concentration, the number of newly adsorbed Fg molecules varied greatly on the different 

BCP surfaces containing varying IgG amounts.  Henceforth, we will refer to this characteristic behavior 

where the amount of preadsorbed protein, rather than the bulk concentration of the newly arriving 

species, dictates the extent of protein adsorption in subsequent steps as preadsorbed surface-associated 

behavior.   
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Figure 6.  Preadsorbed surface-associated adsorption behavior identified from the sequential protein 

deposition experiment of IgG followed by Fg.  (A) From top to bottom, the four graphs plot the number 

of preadsorbed IgG molecules versus the total number of adsorbed Fg, the number of distally adsorbed 

Fg, the number of proximally adsorbed Fg, and the number of Fg molecules replacing preadsorbed IgG, 

in units of counts (molecules) per µm
2
.  A highly linear correlation, either positive or negative 

depending on the adsorption pathway taken, was found between the adsorbed Fg molecules and the 

number of preadsorbed IgG proteins on PS-b-PMMA.  As a guide to the eye, linear fits through the data 
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points are inserted along the data.  (B) The same four classes of Fg counts are charted as a function of 

bulk Fg solution concentration in µg/mL.  It can be seen that, even for the same bulk Fg concentration, 

the number of newly adsorbed Fg molecules varies greatly on different BCP samples containing varying 

amounts of preadsorbed IgG.   

 

 

 

Fig. 7 further compares the distinctively different protein adsorption behaviors when they were 

introduced as an initial adsorber versus as a subsequent-stage adsorber containing preadsorbed proteins.  

We carried out control experiments where protein adsorption profiles were attained after depositing IgG 

or Fg onto a clean BCP surface.  Fig. 7(A) displays adsorbed IgG amounts found on a clean PS-b-

PMMA surface as a function of bulk IgG concentration, which is highly linear.  Similarly, on a neat 

BCP template, a linear relationship was observed between the surface-adsorbed Fg counts and Fg 

solution concentration, as shown in Fig. 7(B).  However, in the sequential deposition case of IgG → Fg, 

the amount of Fg adsorbed onto a BCP surface already containing IgG molecules showed strong 

dependence on the preadsorbed IgG molecules, rather than the bulk Fg concentration.  In our sequential 

adsorption experiments, the concentrations of IgG and Fg were intentionally kept low, similar to the 

linear concentration regimes in Figs. 7(A) and 7(B).  Yet, their sequential adsorption outcomes were 

different on a surface decorated with proteins.  Such difference can be clearly seen by comparing the 

two plots displayed in Figs. 7(B) and 7(C) which were yielded by the deposition of the same protein, Fg, 

on a neat versus IgG-decorated BCP surface, respectively.  The linearity with respect to the bulk 

solution concentration observed from Fg as the 1
st
 adsorber species (Fig. 7(B)) was no longer present 

when it was introduced as a 2
nd

 absorber (Fig. 7(C)).  Data in Fig. 7(D) show that the Fg adsorption in 

the subsequent stage was largely influenced by the amounts of preadsorbed IgG on the BCP.   
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Figure 7. The characteristic protein adsorption behaviors found on neat versus pretreated PS-b-PMMA 

surfaces are summarized.  (A and B) The control data were obtained by examining the case of (A) IgG 

and (B) Fg adsorption onto a clean BCP substrate with no preadsorbed proteins. (A) The plot of 

adsorbed IgG count versus bulk IgG solution concentration shows high linearity under the dilute 

concentration regime used.  (B) The surface-adsorbed Fg counts also increase linearly with the bulk Fg 

solution concentration for the concentration range employed.  (C and D) The data correspond to the 

preadsorbed surface-associated adsorption behavior of Fg when they were introduced as a subsequent 

stage adsorber to a BCP surface predecorated with IgG.  (C) The plot displays the total adsorbed Fg 

counts versus Fg bulk concentration.   (D) The occurrence frequencies of distal Fg adsorption, proximal 

Fg adsorption, and Fg replacing IgG are plotted.  They are shown in black, blue, and red, respectively, 

in terms of its percent value with respect to the total Fg counts on the surface.  Although the Fg solution 

concentrations used in the consecutive deposition experiments were well within the regimes yielding a 

highly linear correlation between the adsorbed amounts and the bulk concentration when deposited onto 

an untreated BCP surface as shown in (B), such a linear relationship was no longer present in the case of 
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the sequential Fg adsorption to IgG treated PS-b-PMMA.  Fg adsorption in this case was dependent on 

preadsorbed IgG amounts on the surface, rather than its bulk concentration.  

 

  

At pH 7.4, which we used for all our adsorption experiments, the two proteins and the PS-b-PMMA 

surface are charged negatively as they have isoelectric points (pIs) of 5.8-7.2 for IgG, 5.2 for Fg, 3.5-5 

for PS, and 2-4 for PMMA.
69,72,82,83

  From the point of view of electrostatic interaction, the PS-b-

PMMA surface precovered with IgG molecules will present a more neutral or positively charged surface 

for the subsequent protein species to bind to, relative to the more negatively charged environment of a 

pristine BCP surface.  This, in turn, may shift the energetic landscape of the surface such that the IgG-

decorated BCP surface is more attractive to the next stage protein adsorption than the pristine BCP 

surface.  Our experimental results in Figs. 6 and 7 seem to indicate that, even at a low density of 

preadsorbed IgG molecules of less than 500 molecules per µm
2
 (surface coverage of less than 10%), the 

energetic landscape of the PS-b-PMMA surface can be altered enough to dominate the adsorption 

characteristics of the subsequent stage protein adsorbers.  To test the hypothesis of the change in 

electrostatic landscape of the surface influencing subsequent protein adsorption, we conducted a simple 

control experiment involving a divalent cation of Mg
2+

 and the results are provided in Fig. S1
†
 in the 

Electronic Supplementary Information section.  When the net charge of a homopolymer PS surface 

became more positive than that of an untreated PS surface, the total number of the adsorbed Fg on the 

surface was increased by a 1.5 fold relative to the untreated case. 

MC Simulations. We further substantiated the experimental outcomes for the different sequential 

adsorption cases with MC simulations of a simple model based on the energetic considerations of 

protein-protein repulsion and protein-surface attraction as detailed in the Methods section.  The 

simulations were carried out for different 2D box scenarios,
62

 an initially empty box (cases similar to 

Fig. 7(A and B)) versus a box with a certain amount of preadsorbed proteins (cases shown in Fig. 7(C 

and D)).  IgG and Fg molecules were treated as small and large circular disks of 0.6� and 1.2� in size, 
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respectively.  �	is a unit length associated with the arithmetic mean of the diameters of the two proteins.  

The specified sizes for the two disks modelling IgG and Fg in our simulations are similar to the values 

previously used for IgG and ‘lying-down’ Fg.
57

  Per our experimental observations, proteins in the 

simulations were not allowed to move laterally once adsorbed on the surface and can only be desorbed.  

Subsequently, changes occurring in the 2D box such as the proximal, distal, and replacement adsorption 

events of the protein disks were examined.   

Fig. 8(A) shows the adsorption simulation results by plotting the number of proteins per unit surface 

(counts/��	) as a function of the MC steps performed for the small proteins adsorbing/desorbing in an 

empty 2D box.  After an initial increase, the counts/��	value reaches a steady state count which does not 

change significantly despite new adsorption/desorption events occurring continuously over the whole 

duration of the simulation.  The same trends were obtained from the simulation data in Fig. 8(B) which 

correspond to the large proteins adsorbing/desorbing to/from an empty substrate.  From the outcomes of 

single adsorbers in a clean box as shown in Fig. 8, we determined the simulation conditions for bulk 

concentrations and MC steps that best reflect the experimental conditions, i.e. the low surface coverage 

and dilute bulk concentration regimes leading to the linear dependence in Figs. 7(A) and 7(B).  We kept 

the unit energy-related parameter of 
./0
5  as 10!> where �	is the interaction strength that we used as the 

energy unit in the simulation,  23 is the Boltzmann constant, and 4 is the temperature.  All simulation 

data and discussion in this paper correspond to this interaction energy regime.     
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Figure 8. MC simulation results showing the bulk concentration-dependent adsorption behaviors 

monitored from single adsorbers added to an initially empty 2D box.  The plots corresponding to 

different bulk concentrations display the number of (A) small and (B) large protein particles per unit 

surface adsorbed as a function of the MC steps.   

 

 

Accordingly, we performed a set of MC simulations in which small proteins were preadsorbed onto 

the surface before introducing large proteins.  The pre-bound small proteins on the surface can only be 

desorbed, whereas the large proteins in this simulation set can be adsorbed and desorbed.  Illustrative 

snapshots of initial and final surface configurations from the simulations are provided in Fig. 9(A).  By 

analyzing the location of newly appearing large proteins with respect to the locations of the preadsorbed 

small proteins, we identified various adsorption events resulting from the simulation considerations and 

further compared them with the experimental findings.  Indeed, adsorption cases in which large proteins 

adsorb in areas with no small proteins nearby were seen in the simulation, consistent with the 

experimental observation of distal adsorption events.  An example of such a case is indicated inside a 

black square in the right panel of Fig. 9(A).  We also identified adsorption cases from the simulation 

corresponding to the experimentally observed proximal adsorption.  An example of this case, in which 

large proteins adsorb in close proximity of preadsorbed small proteins, is enclosed within a blue square 

in Fig. 9(A).  In addition, we found protein replacement events in the simulations, as marked with a red 
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square in Fig. 9(A).  Agreeing with the experimental observations, adsorption of large proteins in these 

cases displaced one or more preadsorbed small proteins from the surface. 

A statistical analysis of simulation results was subsequently performed on 50 independent initial 

samples.  We compared the first and last configurations of each MC simulation and extracted the 

percentage of large proteins adsorbed on the substrate that belong to each case of proximal, distal, and 

replacement adsorption event.  We considered that a large protein replaced one or more small proteins if 

at least one of the small proteins, located within a distance of 0.9� from the adsorption loci in the initial 

configuration, was absent in the final configuration.  If at least one small protein was present initially 

within the distance 1.5� from the adsorption loci of a large protein and the large protein did not replace 

any small protein, we considered this to be a proximal adsorption case.  Finally, we classified the 

adsorption of a large protein as distal if none of the above conditions were satisfied.  As a result, the 

sum of all distinct cases is always equal to the total number of large proteins adsorbed on the surface.  

The data obtained are subsequently plotted in Fig. 9(B) as a function of the number of preadsorbed 

small proteins on the surface.  
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Figure 9. MC simulation outcomes showing adsorption of large proteins onto a 2D box preadsorbed 

with small proteins.  (A) Snapshots from the simulations starting from preadsorbed small protein 

particles (left) and showing representative cases (right) of large particles being adsorbed.  It can be 

clearly seen that the MC simulation can effectively reveal the experimentally observed cases of large 

particles adsorbing away from small particles (black square), close to preadsorbed small particles (blue), 

and by substituting a preadsorbed small particle (red).  (B) Occurrence frequencies of the large particle 

adsorption events are plotted as a function of the number of preadsorbed small particles.  The 

frequencies for the three different cases of large particle adsorption are displayed in percentages relative 

to the total number of large particle adsorbed.  

 

 

When compared to the data obtained from direct AFM tracking of sequential adsorption events in Fig. 

7, the MC simulation results in Fig. 9 show similar overall trends in the Fg adsorption frequency 

between the proximal, distal, and replacement adsorption events as a function of preadsorbed IgG 

particles.  The good agreement between the experimental and simulation data suggests that the 
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simplified MC simulation considerations of protein-protein repulsion and protein-polymer surface 

attraction can be effectively used to estimate the general trend in the different pathways of sequential 

protein adsorption in a qualitative manner.  Quantitative comparisons between the experimental and 

simulation outcomes will require additional and multilevel considerations, which is currently in 

progress.  In this regard, the direct evidence of the dominant sequential protein adsorption tendencies 

and key characteristics found in our experiments may serve as useful guides.  Specifically, additional 

simulational considerations such as the shape anisotropy difference between the two proteins, the 

varying self-association degree between proteins of the same kind, and the surface-induced 

conformational rearrangement may facilitate quantitative correlations to our experimental outcomes 

from competitive protein adsorption.   

 

 

SUMMARY 

We have revealed the major adsorption/desorption/replacement events and dominant pathways 

occurring in sequential protein adsorption onto a PS-b-PMMA surface and carried out MC simulations 

to further substantiate the experimental findings.  AFM tracking of individual proteins 

adsorbed/desorbed on the same BCP surface locations between different treatments enabled us to 

unambiguously determine various adsorption-induced protein behaviors, such as the occurrence 

frequency associated with specific adsorption pathways, protein mobility on the surface, self-association 

tendency during adsorption, and directionality in protein exchange.  We have also shown that the 

adsorption profiles of subsequent stage proteins onto a surface containing initial protein adsorbers differ 

significantly from those cases without pretreatment.  As a result, we have provided direct experimental 

evidence at the single protein level that was not readily available in the past, especially for systems 

involving multiple proteins on nanoscale BCP surfaces.  Such experimental proof may promote a new 

mechanistic understanding of competitive protein adsorption, validation of existing adsorption 

mechanisms, and design of new biomaterials and biosensors.  Therefore, our endeavors will be 
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significant not only for advancing our fundamental knowledge on protein adsorption, but also for 

promoting technological applications of protein-polymer interfaces in the areas of biomaterials, 

biosensors/devices, and cell/tissue culture platforms. 
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Footnote 

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: AFM data of Fg adsorption on an untreated 

versus Mg
2+

-modified homopolymer PS surface are provided in Fig. S1.   
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